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Forty years ago the Clean Air Act 1956 paved the way for the elimination of the main component of suspended particulate matter (SPM), the coal smoke that had plagued urban areas of the United Kingdom for centuries. The process was to be a gradual one, particularly in relation to domestic sources, and it was anticipated that it might take more than 20 years to clear the air in all the areas that had been heavily polluted. In the event, aided by the growing popularity of gas, oil and electricity for home heating purposes, the task was largely completed by the late 1960s. The switch to these fuels, rather than to the solid smokeless fuels that were being promoted initially, led to a marked reduction in concentrations of sulphur dioxide as well as those of smoke. It appeared then that acute effects of these pollutants on health – such as sudden increases in mortality, hospital admissions, or exacerbations of bronchitis – were no longer discernible.

Since then the scene has changed substantially, however, with intense interest generated again over the past 10 years in relationships between particles in the air and acute effects on health. A large number of publications have appeared, some based on re-analyses of older data from the United Kingdom, and others resulting from new research initiatives, mainly in the United States. This does not mean that there has been a return to the clearly defined adverse effects of the 1950s and 1960s. When considered in a time-series manner, the day-to-day fluctuations in the various health indices now represent little more than “noise” on the major signals related to seasonal, weather, and infective agents. To isolate such small effects of pollution is a difficult task and to determine any specific role for particles – rather than that of sulphur dioxide or other air pollutants such as ozone or nitrogen dioxide that have been linked with health effects in recent years – has called for the development of improved statistical computing techniques capable of handling the huge databases involved when daily data on a wide range of variables over a number of years are being examined.

The outcome of this renewed surge of activity over the past 10 years has been the demonstration of a consistent statistical association between a range of adverse effects on health and concentrations of suspended particulate matter in the air, extending down to the low concentrations that are common today. While there had never been a specific assumption of a threshold in earlier assessments, the lowest observed adverse effect levels had been defined and used as a basis for guidelines and standards for the protection of public health. The approach now used by the World Health Organisation in respect of suspended particulate matter is to determine the percentage increase in health indicators such as daily mortality or admissions to hospital which correspond with a given rise in the concentration of particles. This leaves national authorities with the task, not only of considering whether the statistical relationships should be treated as causal, but also of assessing what level of potential risk to the public might be acceptable. If the relationships are truly continuous and non-threshold, zero risk is not an option since there are natural sources of particulate matter that contribute to background concentrations.

In the United States, with a revision of national air quality standards for particulate matter pending, the Health Effects Institute (HEI) has been commissioned to examine the integrity of the many studies of relationships with daily mortality that have now been reported. They have been able to obtain the original data for a number of them and rework the analyses, looking carefully at the question of whether the associations with health are more clearly related to particulate matter than to other monitored pollutants or to other factors such as temperature. In their first report they conclude that the findings of the original researchers are reproducible, pointing principally to a role for suspended particulate matter though with a little uncertainty in some instances about the relative importance of that or of associated pollutants such as sulphur dioxide. At this stage the HEI has not aimed to determine whether the associations are causal and in the next phase closer scrutiny will be given to “harvesting” effects (the extent to which increases in air pollution bring forward the deaths of severely ill people by a few days or weeks, rather than affecting annual death rates appreciably), to temperature effects, and to errors in exposure estimates. It is made clear that, at this stage, the HEI team is examining the validity of the databases and of the analytical procedures rather than trying to determine whether the associations are causal.

A wide ranging review of the effects of particles on health has been published recently in the United Kingdom. This covers the nature of suspended particulate matter, questions of dosimetry and the toxicology of inhaled particles, findings from controlled inhalation studies, and a close examination of epidemiological investigations. In contrast with the situation for other air pollutants, one of the basic problems is that suspended particulate matter is not a defined entity. It includes finely divided carbonaceous material derived from the incomplete combustion of hydrocarbon fuels (notably from coal fires in earlier decades but now mainly from diesel engines), inorganic dusts dispersed from industrial processes, and secondary particles such as sulphates and nitrates formed by reactions between gases in the atmosphere. To some extent it is characterised by the monitoring method adopted; the traditional “black smoke” method as used in the United Kingdom responds principally to the carbon content whereas gravimetric methods assess the total suspended particulate concentration irrespective of composition. The latter can, however, include relatively large particles of limited relevance to health but having a disproportionate effect on the mass of material. The preferred option in recent years has been a gravimetric assessment limited to particles having equivalent aerodynamic diameters of less than 10 μm (PM_{10}). This does not represent any new or specific type of material but encompasses the smoke or secondary particles that have always been present and its composition
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varies with the nature of the sources contributing to the aerosols at any given place and time.

The variable composition of suspended particulate matter makes it difficult to conduct focused toxicological studies and much of the work that has been reported relates to individual components such as sulphates or sulphuric acid. In local methodology underlying most of the inhalations at prevailing levels of particles in the air is small, and it is difficult to explain the types of effects indicated from epidemiological findings in classical toxicological terms. Some recent work has indicated a possible role for ultrafine particles with diameters of less than 50 nm (0.05 μm), and it may be that respiratory responses are influenced more by surface area or number concentration than by the mass concentration of particles.

The rapidly expanding literature on epidemiological studies of associations between suspended particulate matter and health has been reviewed in the United Kingdom report. There has not been recourse to the original data in the manner of the United States review, but the studies have not demonstrated any consistent effects (acute effects) studies has been considered to be appropriate and, in general, the way that confounding variables such as season and temperature have been dealt with has been satisfactory. One reservation on the latter point is whether these variables have been adequately specified. Temperature extremes, for example, are strongly associated with daily mortality and other health outcomes and the use of daily mean temperatures in reported studies may not bring out the full effect. However, the overall conclusion is that the studies, most of which come from the United States, present a consistent picture. Findings are expressed as regression relationships, indicating the percentage increase in health indicators for a given increase in particulate concentration. One example quoted is a 3.5% increase in hospital admissions for pneumonia associated with a 30 μg/m³ increase in PM₁₀ in a study in Detroit. Applicability of findings from the USA and other countries has been considered. Among other factors are differences in the composition of suspended particulate matter, but within the USA similar results have been found in localities with different pollution mixes including the Utah Valley where the particles are from an industrial source rather than the usual urban mixture. This may argue for a non-specific particle effect related more to physical than to chemical characteristics, and at this stage it has been considered prudent to treat findings from the international literature as being applicable to the United Kingdom.

The above remarks apply to the examination of associations between suspended particulate matter and acute effects on a day-to-day basis. There has also been a resurgence of interest in the effects of long term exposure to air pollutants with the emphasis on particles. Considerable differences in death rates and in the prevalence of respiratory disease occur between localities with differing pollution levels, but the difficulty in interpreting them in a cross-sectional manner is that other relevant factors such as smoking habits could also be different and there is usually little information on the historical exposures to pollution. The opportunity has now arisen in the USA to examine data from two prospective cohort studies within which differences terms the amount of occupational dust concentration data for at least the most recent years are available. This aspect is considered in the UK report, but a more recent review appears in a paper by Li et al in this issue of Thorax.

The information currently available from original papers and reviews – particularly on acute effects – has been used as a basis for recommending an air quality standard in terms of PM₁₀₀. put forward recently as a 24 hour running average of 50 μg/m³, subject to review within five years in the light of new data. In particular there is a need for further epidemiological studies within the UK, for investigations on possible mechanisms, and for clearer guidance on the most appropriate measure of suspended particulate matter with respect to effects on health. Recent UK based epidemiological studies have included investigation of daily hospital admissions in Birmingham which showed a significant association of respiratory admissions with PM₁₀ levels (unpublished observations) and an examination of the increased morbidity and mortality that occurred in an air pollution episode in 1991, though the relative roles of particulate matter and of nitrogen dioxide could not be distinguished.

New light has been shed on the physical and chemical characteristics of suspended particulate matter as observed in the UK today by the report of an investigation carried out for the Department of Health. This has comprised electron microscopic studies with information on composition for suspended particles in the air and for material found in lung tissue. The investigators found that almost all the airborne particulate matter emitted into urban air could be classified as PM₁₀, and that vehicle exhaust, particularly from diesel engines, was a major source in urban areas. This exhaust material consisted of aggregates in sizes up to 4 μm, the individual component spheres having diameters of about 0.05 μm. Some of the PM₁₀ material was soluble, comprising nitrates, chlorides and sulphates, these being derived in part, via atmospheric reactions, from general combustion sources. The examination of material recovered from lung tissue gave an indication of historical exposures to particulate matter. While the same types of sub-micron aggregates found in airborne samples were present, there were also larger individual particles. The aggregates with their larger surface areas were, however, considered to pose greater health risks then the individual particles.

The Quality of Urban Air Review Group has also produced a detailed report recently on the nature, sources, and measurement of particulate matter. Attention is drawn to the valuable series of measurements in terms of PM₁₀ now being made using automatic monitors at urban sites in the UK, and again emissions from motor traffic are seen to be a major source at such sites. There is a relatively uniform background of secondary particles across the country formed from gas to particle reactions involving emissions from large combustion plants in the UK and in continental Europe, and there are some locations (such as Belfast) where the domestic use of solid fuels contributes substantially, but it is considered that continued efforts are required to reduce emissions from motor vehicles in order to reduce airborne concentrations further, and particularly to avoid the peak values that occur in winter.

New studies continue to be reported from the USA. One recent contribution found an association between hospital admissions and PM₁₀ levels in an area (Spokane) where sulphur dioxide, which often accompanies suspended particulate matter, was virtually absent. On the other hand, arguments have been put forward to support a case for the concentration of particulate sulphate, derived from sulphur dioxide through atmospheric reactions, to serve as an indicator of particulate matter when evaluating health risks. This does not necessarily imply that sulphate itself is the chemical component responsible for adverse effects of particles. It could be serving as a proxy for particulate acid or for the fine component of particulate matter in general. There is much debate currently in the USA as to whether it would be more appropriate to monitor particles below 2.5 μm in diameter (PM₂.₅) than those below 10 μm.

Thus, despite the "new light" of a galaxy of studies indicating a role for even the modest concentrations of
suspended particulates experienced today in exacerbations of respiratory illness, admissions to hospital, or increases in daily deaths, many aspects still require further elucidation.
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